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Q
Since I have the option 
to do either, should I sit 
or post the trot in my 
Novice-level eventing 
dressage test?

STEPH KOHR

A
Your goal in every dres-
sage test is to show off 
yourself and your horse 
to the best of your abili-
ties. Judges don’t award 

any extra points to riders who choose 
to sit the trot, but they do reward riders 
who wow them with smooth, rhythmic, 

relaxed, accurate tests. Depending on 
your skills and your horse’s experience 
and temperament, you may find it easier 
to produce a performance closest to that 
ideal by either sitting, posting or doing a 
little of both! So take the time to analyze 
your particular situation with the help of 
your instructor to decide what works best 
for you.

Most riders choose to post the trot 
for the majority of the Novice test for a 
variety of reasons. If you are mounted 
on a nervous, young and/or green horse, 

posting may help him maintain a good 
rhythm and relaxation. Young horses 
often lack the back strength to carry a 
sitting trot easily for long periods of time. 
As a result, even if you’re an experienced 
rider, if you sit too much your horse will 
get tight in his back, losing his natural 
swing and limiting the freedom of his 
gaits. The same thing can happen with 
tense horses who aren’t comfortable yet 
with the feeling of a rider sitting the trot. 
In both cases, judges’ comments frequent-
ly include phrases such as “tight through 
the back” and “needs more reach.” Such 
fundamental training holes will be re-
flected in lower scores.

Riders who lack an 
independent seat can 
produce similarly disap-
pointing results if they 
attempt too much sitting 
trot in the show ring. To 
sit the trot well without 
interfering with your 
horse’s motion, you 
must be able to use your 
hand and leg aids with-
out bouncing, tightening 
or bracing anywhere else 
in your body. Even the 
slightest bounce in the 
saddle or in your hands 
can inhibit your horse’s 
ability to perform the 
movements well.

If you do have a 
good independent seat, however, there 
are instances in which the sitting trot may 
benefit you in the show ring. For example, 
if you have a lazy horse who is comfort-
able carrying your weight in the saddle, 
it may be easier to keep his hindquarters 
engaged if you sit the trot. Ask your in-
structor or a friend to observe his move-
ment while you post and sit to see which 
produces a more forward, fluid trot.

There is no need to commit to either 
posting or sitting for the entire test. In 
fact, you may produce your best perfor-

mance by doing a little bit of both. Sitting 
during certain strategic portions of the test 
can help you balance, center and organize 
yourself. A good place to do this is a few 
beats before transitions, especially ones 
that come up quickly, one after another. 
Another good place is just before your 
halt on the centerline. Sitting evenly on 
your two seat bones before asking for 
the downward transition can encourage 
your horse to stay straight and square in 
his halt.

On the other hand, posting can help to 
keep some horses moving freely forward 
in moments of the test when they might 
otherwise stall. For example, it may help 
to post through the turn onto the cen-
terline, which will encourage your horse 
to keep pushing around the turn. After 
you’ve straightened up, wait until you’re 
about a quarter of the way down the cen-
terline before sitting down for the halt.

In general, a good rule of thumb is to 
ride the same way in the show ring that 
you do at home. If you do most of your 
flatwork schooling in posting trot, do that 
in competition. If you mostly sit the trot at 
home and feel that it enhances your and 
your horse’s performance, do that. It all 
boils down to what works best for your 
particular partnership.  

Steph Kohr grew up in an eventing family. 
Her mother, Gretchen Butts, is a four-star 
eventer, FEI technical delegate and eventing 
judge. Her father, Robert, is a cross-country 
course designer. Steph rode in her first event at 
the age of 8 in 1992. She went on to become 
an “A” Pony Clubber and a U.S. Eventing As-
sociation Level II certified instructor. Along the 
way, she purchased a 4-year-old Canadian 
Sporthorse, Bungee, and trained him through 
Advanced level, earning a North American 
Young Rider CCI** team gold medal in 
2002. She also trained with top international 
eventers, dressage riders and show jumpers 
in England and Holland. Steph trains and 
teaches at her family’s farm, Waredaca, a 
perennially popular host of recognized events, 
camps and lesson programs based in Laytons-
ville, Maryland. For more information about 
her program, go to stephkequestrian.com.
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To decide whether to post or sit the trot during a test, have 
someone observe your horse’s movement while you post and 
sit to see which produces a more forward, fluid trot.

Should I post or sit the trot?
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A barefoot South Paw competes 
successfully at the Preliminary 

level in 2014 with four-star 
event rider Joe Meyer.
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Determine whether to shoe 
your horse or let him go  
barefoot based on his  
individual needs.
By Leslie Threlkeld

A 
horse’s hoof is like a human fingernail: It 
constantly grows. Because domesticated 
horses do not wear down their feet natu-
rally like wild horses do, a professional far-
rier must regularly trim their hooves and, 
if necessary, apply shoes. The big question 

is: How do you know if your horse needs shoes? To answer 
this question, it helps to understand how the hoof functions 
naturally and how shoes affect those functions.

Impressive, complex structures, hooves are designed to 
bear horses’ weight and provide for comfortable mobility. 
They expand and contract as they contact and leave the 
ground, absorbing shock and distributing the body weight 
evenly. The external structures also work together to pro-
vide traction and protect more sensitive internal struc-
tures. A healthy hoof, therefore, is critical to the horse’s 
overall soundness, comfort and usefulness. Hence the 
common phrase, “No hoof, no horse.”

Reasons to Shoe or Not Shoe
In many cases, the hoof’s natural design provides all the 
protection, traction and support a horse needs, says Esco 
Buff, PhD, APF-I, CF, of Esco Buff’s Professional Farrier 
Service, LLC. Horses who are barefoot over a prolonged 
period of time build up their own natural protection, he 
says. “The hoof wall may be stronger on the bottom and 
will have built up a thickened sole to protect the hoof. With 
shoes, this is less likely to happen.”
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When the unshod hoof touches the 
ground, it ordinarily slides slightly, reduc-
ing some of the stress on the structures 
higher up in the foot and leg. To keep the 
hoof from sliding too much, the natural 
concavity of the sole provides traction 
when it packs with dirt. Shoes lift the sole 
higher off the ground and can cause the 
foot to slide excessively. Depending on 
the footing, you may need to add traction 
devices such as studs, heel caulks, rim 
shoes or hard surfacing material, to make 
up for this. However, such added trac-
tion may interfere with the correct slide 
a horse has when he puts his foot down. 
“Everything in the farrier industry that is 
done to a horse has pros and cons,” Esco 
says. “The goal of the farrier is to find the 
method that will have more pros than 
cons and be most successful.”

Shoeing is certainly more expensive 
than trimming, and there are also risks to 
shoeing. When nailing a shoe to the foot, 
there is the chance of a misplaced, or “hot,” 
nail causing pain and a possible abscess. If 
a horse “springs” or pulls a shoe off himself, 
he might tear up the hoof wall, strain a ten-
don or step on a clip, causing more dam-
age and pain and possibly injuring internal 
structures, such as the coffin bone.

However, a horse may need ad-
ditional support and/or protection de-
pending on his conformation, job and 

the environment he’s working in. You 
might decide to shoe him to correct 
conformation faults (and thus prevent 
lameness), supply added protection on 
hard/rocky footing and/or provide ad-
ditional traction.

Some horse owners feel strongly that 
barefoot is the only way, the “natural 
way.” Still others would never dream of 
letting a horse go without shoes, even 
if he didn’t necessarily need them. Esco 
would rather see the conversation focus 
not on what methods are considered 
the right way, but what is best for each 
individual horse. “A lot of times people 
talk about barefoot versus shod as if it’s a 
competition,” he says. “It’s not one or the 
other. It’s what’s best for the horse.”

Does My Horse Need 
Shoes?
Deciding whether or not your horse needs 
shoes should come down to these key fac-
tors: protection, performance, conforma-
tion and medical conditions.
Protection
The environment a horse is living and 
working in impacts the necessity for 
shoes. Hard, stony ground can cause sore-
ness or bruising, so many horses do better 
on it shod.

When conditions are only temporar-
ily unsuitable, some riders use alternative 
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Depending on the horse’s level of activity and the footing, shoes may need the added 
benefit of traction devices, such as removable studs, to help prevent him from slipping. 

How a Healthy 
Hoof Functions

Frog

Hoof wall

Sole

Bulbs of 
heels

Bars
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Frog: One of the most important parts of 
the hoof, the frog provides protection and 
traction and absorbs shock. A healthy frog 
should be wide and thick.

Hoof wall: The hoof wall bears the weight of 
the horse. Damage to the wall, such as cracks 
and crumbling, can leave the foot susceptible 
to moisture and bacterial invasion.

Bars: Extensions of the hoof wall, the bars 
strengthen the heel and help support the 
horse’s weight.

Sole: The sole protects the hoof’s internal 
structures. Its outer edges share in 
supporting the horse’s weight. A healthy 
sole is concave, thick, strong and hard.

Coronary band: The outer hoof wall grows 
down from the coronary band.

Periople: Below the coronary band, the soft, 
horn-like periople protects newly grown 
hoof wall and absorbs shock.

Coronary 
band

Periople

Heel

Toe

Quarter
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solutions, such as hoof boots or glue-on 
or tape-on shoes, to protect their barefoot 
horses. Hoof boots are designed to pro-
vide traction, too, and well-fitted boots 
are generally safe for all disciplines. (If 
your horse is tripping, unsound or the 
boots are falling off, check the fit or dis-
cuss another option with your farrier).

FEI dressage rider Shannon Peters has 
found that her horses are sounder, health-
ier and suffer fewer injuries over time by 
not wearing shoes, but she still provides 
them with temporary protection when 
necessary. While all 12 of the horses in 
her barn train and compete barefoot, they 
wear hoof boots when hacking outside 
the ring. “I don’t think a boot can hide 
anything, but it certainly can take a little 
bit of concussion out of the foot,” she 
says. “I don’t feel any of them need a 
boot when they’re in the arena footing. If 
I take them out on rocky trails, of course, 
they all get protected. They may not need 
it, but having competition horses, I can’t 
risk them getting a stone bruise.”

Sometimes Shannon’s horses have 
glue-on shoes applied just prior to a 
competition. They wear them while trav-
eling and competing, and the shoes are 
removed upon returning home. One of 
her current top horses, for instance, lives 
outside and is used to hard ground, but he 
doesn’t have the best soles and needs ex-
tra protection while showing. “I can’t risk 
taking him to a horse show where there 
are rocks and concrete and some footing 
that is fairly hard that he’s not used to,” 
she says. “He went barefoot his whole 
young career up to Fourth Level. At home 
he’s barefoot, but I want to give him the 
best benefit of the doubt I can when go-
ing to a show. With trailering and different 
footing, I glue something on just to protect 
his foot a little bit from the unknown. 
They come off when he gets home.”
Performance
Depending on what you’re using your 
horse for, he may need shoes to optimize 
performance. For example, horses who 
work in snowy, icy conditions typically 
need snowball pads (they keep snow from 
balling up on the bottom of the feet) and 

studded shoes. For these particular horses, 
“It’s not about shock absorption; it’s about 
traction,” Esco says.

Horses with jobs that increase the con-
cussion on the foot, such as high-level jump-
ers and eventers, may do well with shoes 

for increased support. Unlike dressage hors-
es, who most often perform on groomed 
arena footing where they are unlikely to 
encounter stones or inconsistencies that 
could cause foot soreness and decreased 
performance, event horses perform on mul-

FEI dressage rider Shannon Peters, shown competing with Disco Inferno at the Del Mar 
National CDI in April, has found that her horses are sounder, healthier and suffer fewer 
injuries over time by not wearing shoes. 
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all. I was jumping in a field and it was slip-
pery, but the horses without shoes were 
fine. The ones with shoes and no studs 
were slipping around a bit.”

When Joe’s event horses start moving 
up the levels, traveling to competitions out 
of state and working on varying types of 
footing, they typically start getting shod. His 
rule of thumb is front shoes for Preliminary 
horses and front and back shoes for Inter-
mediate horses. “For an event horse, if you 
get in a situation where the ground can be 
less consistent—a bit hard, a bit stony—that’s 
probably when you should start thinking 
about shoes.”

There are exceptions to the rule, 
however. Joe had a mare, Violet Rain, 
who “had amazing feet and never took 
an unsound step.” He competed her 
through the Preliminary level without 
shoes. He rode a stallion called South 
Paw through Intermediate barefoot and 
competed another horse in grand prix 
show jumping barefoot.
Conformation and  
Medical Conditions
While some horses have naturally strong, 
healthy feet and can go without shoes in 
many situations, others need additional sup-
port and won’t benefit from being barefoot. 

Find a Qualified Farrier 
Esco Buff, an accredited professional farrier 
with both the American Association of Profes-
sional Farriers and the American Farrier’s 
Association, believes that every farrier, re-
gardless of his or her specialty, should know 
how to do balanced trims, regular nailed 
shoes and glue-on or tape-on shoes, which 
don’t require nails driven into the horse’s 
hoof. Several of his own interns want to be 
farriers who only trim hooves, but they have 
the knowledge to make an educated evalu-
ation of an animal and determine whether 
he needs shoes. If they can’t do the job 
themselves, they refer the horse to someone 
who can.

Online resources can help you find a farrier in your area to trim or 
shoe your horse correctly. The American Farriers Association (american 
farriers.org) has a directory of members by state. The American Associa-
tion of Professional Farriers (professionalfarriers.com) does as well, and 
also shows how many continuing education credits each member has 
earned each year.

Price often becomes a determining factor when selecting a farrier. How-
ever, when it comes to shoeing and balancing a foot properly, quality of 
work should be a priority. How does an owner know better? The answer is 
to do the research and ask questions. “As a consumer, know how to evalu-
ate balance and a trim or shoe job,” Esco says. “Find a credible farrier 
willing to teach you those things and have educated discussions instead of 
being defensive. Every one of my horse customers checks my balance when 
I’m done.”

A well-trained farrier 
should have a thorough 
knowledge of how to per-
form a balanced trim and 
outfit a horse with regular 
nailed shoes or glue-on 
(nail-less) shoes. 

tiple types of surfaces with varying quality 
of footing. They often require the added 
protection and traction of shoes.

When four-star New Zealand eventer 
Joe Meyer moved to Florida, the sandy 
footing (compared to his previous home 
base in England, which was typically either 
very soft or very hard, depending on the 
time of year) led him to consider keeping 
some of his horses barefoot. This was not 
only good for the horses but also easier on 
the checkbook. Since then he has devel-
oped a system that works for his program: 
Horses with strong, healthy feet who 
compete at Training level and below don’t 
get shoes.

“The bulk of our season is done early 
in the winter,” he explains. “We start in 

January and go through to April.” Horses’ 
hooves grow more slowly that time of 
year, which means more shoeing holes 
close together, breaking up the hoof 
walls and making it difficult for the hors-
es to hold their shoes. “We were finding 
that, for a lot of the horses, the shoes 
wouldn’t stay on that well that time of 
year and it was better to leave them off.”

Joe notices no decrease in perfor-
mance for those horses who compete 
barefoot. On the contrary, they tend to 
have better traction on grass than those 
with plain shoes. “Once you start shoe-
ing, therefore, studding may be necessary 
to make up the difference,” he says. For 
example, at a recent jump day at his 
farm in Florida, “We had had no rain at 
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There’s always a risk that a shod horse 
could “spring” or pull a shoe off himself. 
In this case, he might tear up the hoof 
wall, strain a tendon or step on a clip, 
causing more damage and pain and pos-
sibly injuring internal structures, such as 
the coffin bone.
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Depending on their conformation, they 
may need shoes to support or diminish the 
consequences of physical defects that cause 
the horse to move unnaturally or wear the 
hoof unevenly, such as a horse who is toed-
in or toed-out. It depends on the horse’s 
level of activity, too, Esco explains, as an 
idle horse with conformation flaws may not 
need corrective shoeing.

Horses with arthritis or a disease 
such as laminitis or ringbone typically 
require shoes. Esco explains, “When you 
get into lameness issues and diseases, 
certain materials and types of shoes may 
be beneficial because the mechanical 
structures of the hoof aren’t intact to 
deal with the problem.”

Some horses have weak walls or soles 
that may need particular attention from 
the farrier. For instance, it might be difficult 
for a horse to hold his shoes if the walls 
have cracked or crumbled. The farrier may 
use epoxy or glue on a shoe to help with 
this situation.

A healthy sole is strong and hard, while 
a weak sole is thin and pliable. A horse with 
weak soles may be more susceptible to 
bruising and would, therefore, benefit from 
wearing shoes. However, there is a miscon-
ception that shoeing weakens horses’ soles 
over time. Esco explains, “Research has 
been very lacking on that. You have horses 
shod all their lives and they have the best 
soles in the world. And vice versa.”

With those barefoot horses who do 
build up thick soles, it is the farrier’s job 
not to trim all that natural protection 
away. However, if a horse is going to 
be shod, a thicker sole may need to be 
trimmed down in order to make the 
shoe fit properly.

Making the Transition 
To Barefoot
If you have consulted with your farrier 
and vet and determined your horse can 
go without shoes, be aware that it takes 
time and patience to acclimate a horse to 
going barefoot. “The farrier has to set the 
horse up to be barefoot, but usually a nor-
mal foot has all the ability to change and 
adapt,” Esco says.

Seven years ago, Shannon started tak-
ing more of her horses out of shoes. “I’ve 
had some go perfectly fine barefoot right 
out of shoes. They’re good-footed horses 
with good walls and good concavity,” she 
says. “I’ve had a couple that were not good-
footed horses—and certainly not horses that 
most vets or farriers would say could go 
barefoot—who took a little more time and a 
little more care with booting.”

Some riders pull shoes while their horses 
are on a break—for example, during the off-
season—to let the feet “rest.” Esco says that, 
in some cases, this method can do more 
harm than good. A horse who is usually 
shod may have a thinner sole than year-

round barefoot horses. When you initially 
remove his shoes, the walls beneath the 
nail holes usually chip off, making it hard 
to reapply shoes until the old holes have 
grown out, usually within 12 weeks. So, 
depending on how long your horse’s break 
is, Esco says, you may be better off leaving 
him barefoot year-round—or skipping the 
barefoot period altogether and continuing 
to trim and shoe him the same way.

Joe considers how long a horse’s 
holiday will be before pulling shoes: “If 
they get a long holiday (six weeks or 
more), they get shoes off because, by 
the time the nail holes have grown out, 
you can put a shoe back on. But if the 
horse only has a really small amount of 
time off, I’ll leave them on—especially 
the fronts—because I don’t want them 
to break away at the nail holes and have 
nothing to nail to.”

The Critical Factor
Whether you choose barefoot or shod, 
the biggest risk is not providing your horse 
with proper, regular farrier care. This is 
critical to ensure that your horse has cor-
rect angles and a well-balanced foot. Incor-
rect trimming or shoeing can cause serious 
damage over time. Esco believes that two 
of the most common mistakes are: 1) not 
properly balancing the hoof with the body 
of the horse, and 2) not correctly treating 
horses with long toes and low heels.

Just like shod horses, barefoot horses 
should be trimmed every four to six 
weeks. “You have to have a good trim-
mer who knows how to balance the foot 
and support that horse into having a 
better foot,” says Shannon. “It certainly is 
worth the time and effort.”

Whether choosing barefoot or shod, 
ultimately every horse owner and farrier 
has the same goal: a sound horse. At the 
end of the day, it’s not about whether shoes 
or no shoes is better or right. What is most 
important is evaluating and reevaluating 
your horse regularly to determine what care 
his feet need. “It’s like fine-tuning a radio 
every time,” Esco says. “Don’t get caught in 
conventional thinking. Challenge it and do 
what’s best for the horse.”  

Weak, soft soles (two examples shown above) are thin and pliable and can be a result 
of a nutritional issue or an environment with excessive water. A horse with these types of 
soles may be more susceptible to bruising and would likely benefit from wearing shoes. 
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